
Why Vote for Our NSW Government Community Project? 
Major events attracting over 10 million visitors annually, are hosted at Sydney Olympic Park.  
The Park has a wide variety of venues/events. Whilst there are over 10,000 on-site parking 
spaces, large events rely on Public Transport, train and bus to move their visitors to and 
from the venue. 

A Special Experience – The Fear of Missing Out 

Visitors attend the park wanting an exceptional memory whilst not feeling they missed out 
on signature experiences. Visitors must manage the limited resources of time, money and 
of course energy to navigate the enormous venue, and find the right events and experiences 
at the right time for them. 

“Great simple to use search and navigation to anywhere” 



 

The Journey – To drive or not to drive? 

Visitors are encouraged to use public transport. Acces-
sibility requirements range from wheelchairs, prams 

and always tired legs. While public transport is free it 
is more time consuming and involves longer walking 

distances or shuttle buses. Plus no parking fees means 
more $’s for experiences. 

“Saved me time and money” 

 

 

 

Visitors need a map – with more detail than the usual map apps or 
the specialised paper map. 

The Park uses traditional signage, crowd barriers and volunteers to try and ease the navi-
gation and manage the crowds. However, the visitor experience searching for and navi-
gating to their signature experiences is not optimised.  Park management team and other 
stakeholders demand their requirements be included which can compromise visitor experi-
ence.   

Existing mapping apps lack the points of interest detail as well as the routes visitors could 
travel. Similarly, a paper map lacks current location information not interactive time and 
distance. Frequently, visitor experience is an afterthought to the needs of venue/event 
management and other stakeholders. 

Optimising customer experience and venue utilisation 

The Find your map allows the park to create their own Micromapz. Keeping their data, 

and routes private and under their control, points of interest are included through the cus-
tomised content management system. Temporary locations and route closures are easily 
managed with our unique route optimisation algorithm.    

Micromapz enables venue / event organisers to maximise returns with managed & controlled inter-
active maps whilst providing Visitors with a personalised pathway to guide them to their chosen ex-
periences. Micromapz will ensure an exceptional customer experience all the time, every-
time. 

“Parking advice, toilets, and more, plus on time to our event!”  
*All quotes are from the iTunes store user reviews 
 

 


